PRESS RELEASE

Comprehensive service for specifiers: profine Kompetenzcenter presented itself at the BAU 2011 trade fair
Munich – With the slogan "professional knowledge around the window"
the profine Kompetenzcenter presented its comprehensive range of
services for architects, housing companies and public contracting entities at the BAU 2011 trade fair.
"With each building project, new requirements are made, new questions arise with regard to thermal insulation, acoustic insulation or calculation of ventilation requirements. It is our task to give well-founded
answers to all these questions", states Peter Jansig, head of the profine project management.
Under these circumstances, the project management provides advice
to specifiers and the manufacturers of KBE, Kömmerling and Trocal
brand windows, starting at the planning stage, during tendering, up to
installation, final inspection and acceptance on site.
Peter Jansig refers to numerous reference objects of the profine project management and emphasizes: "Whether the subject is monument
protection, public development schemes, isothermal process calculation or planning of regulated room ventilation: We are the contact for
our customers for complete support in handling and market preparation."
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An extensive range of training courses for all these subjects is offered
by the profine Kompetenzcenter in the framework of its Partnerakademie for the different target groups in the industry. In addition, the
consulting branch of the department provides advice to profine customers by individual business management consultation.
As a reflexion of the key requirements in the contract business, the
trade fair presentation of the market leader was classified into the focal
points thermal insulation, ventilation and colours. In this context, the
energy efficient 88 mm window systems of KBE, Kömmerling and Trocal, their AluFusion composite solutions as well as the innovative window ventilation systems AirTronic and PremiVent were in the centre of
attention.

For further information: www.profine-kompetenzcenter.de
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Reference object of the profine project management:
The "Märkisches Viertel" quarter in Berlin: Here, the complete modernization
of 13,000 housing units is currently taking place where KBE window systems
with integrated basic ventilation have already been used.

Reference object of the profine project management:
In the city of Rheinbach in North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany, three school
buildings were renovated with funds from the German economic stimulus
package and equipped with window systems of the Trocal brand with integrated basic ventilation.

Reference object of the profine project management:
The ancient shoe manufacturing plant "Rheinberger" in Pirmasens, Palatinate:
Here, about 1,000 old steel frames were replaced by the Kömmerling GlassWin system which allows to reproduce the original impression of the historical
façade.

About profine:
profine GmbH - International Profile Group - is the world-wide leading manufacturer of plastic profiles for windows and doors as well as a notable supplier
of shutter solutions and PVC sheets. The company was established in 2003,
when HT TROPLAST consolidated its profile business activities (KBE, KÖMMERLING, TROCAL) under one roof.
profine has a total of 3,350 employees at 28 locations in 21 countries. Around
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